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A B S T R A C T

The present paper deals with timetable optimisation from the perspective of minimising the waiting time experienced by passengers when transferring either to or from a bus. Due to its inherent complexity, this bi-level minimisation problem is extremely difficult to solve mathematically, since timetable optimisation is a non-linear non-convex mixed integer problem, with passenger flows defined by the route choice model, whereas the route choice model is a non-linear non-continuous mapping of the timetable. Therefore, a heuristic solution approach is developed in this paper, based on the idea of varying and optimising the offset of the bus lines. Varying the offset for a bus line impacts the waiting time passengers experience at any transfer stop on the bus line.

In the bi-level timetable optimisation problem, the lower level is a transit assignment calculation yielding passengers' route choice. This is used as weight when minimising waiting time by applying a Tabu Search algorithm to adapt the offset values for bus lines. The updated timetable then serves as input in the following transit assignment calculation. The process continues until convergence.

The heuristic solution approach was applied on the large-scale public transport network in Denmark. The timetable optimisation approach yielded a yearly reduction in weighted waiting time equivalent to approximately 45 million Danish kroner (9 million USD).

© 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

In a report from the Capital Region of Denmark (RH, 2009), it was estimated that 11.5 billion Danish kroner (DKK) will be lost due to travellers being delayed because of congestion in the Copenhagen Region in 2015. Furthermore, it was stated in the report that, to avoid the outlined scenario, people ought to start travelling by public transport rather than by car. The question is how this change in the market share between private and public transport is actually realised?

The present paper deals with timetable optimisation from the perspective of minimising the waiting time experienced when transferring either to or from a bus.

1.1. Literature review

Designing an attractive transit network is an important and strategic task, in the literature often referred to as the Transit Route Network Design Problem (TRNDP). Based on an existing bus network, Bielli et al. (2002) aimed at improving the performance and reducing the need for rolling stock by adapting lines and their frequency. Lee and Vuchic (2005) tried to design an optimal transit network as a compromise between minimal travel time, transit operator's profit maximisation and...
minimisation of social costs. Elaborating mainly on the travel time description, Fan and Machemehl (2006) considered the transit route network design problem but separated travel time into four components (walking time, waiting time, in-vehicle time and transfer cost). The TRNDP has received much attention in the literature, and its significant contribution was notably summarised in two reviews by Kepaptsoglou and Karlaftis (2009), focusing on design objectives, operating environments, and solution approaches, and Guihaire and Hao (2008), focusing on unifying the area. Regarding future developments within this area, Kepaptsoglou and Karlaftis (2009) recommended that the focus should be on transfer policies and passenger transfer related items as waiting and walking distances, while Guihaire and Hao (2008) suggested that the focus should be on privatisation and deregulation, as well as integration and intermodality among transit networks by focusing on improving transfers globally instead of looking at within-mode transfers.

In the literature, several solutions have been proposed to the timetable optimisation problem with various approaches to the consideration of transfers. One of the problems that have received much attention is the Timetable Synchronisation Problem (TTSP, e.g., Ceder, 2007; Liu et al., 2007; Ibarra-Rojas and Rios-Solis, 2012), which aims at maximising the number of simultaneous arrivals at transfer stations. Wong et al. (2008) developed a timetable optimisation model trying to minimise the total passenger transfer waiting times by changing the offset of the bus lines. This approach was also used, though with different objectives, by Bookbinder and Désilets (1992), Knoppers and Muller (1995), Cevallos and Zhao (2006), Hadas and Ceder (2010) and Petersen et al. (2012). Guihaire and Hao (2010) maximised the quality and quantity of transfer opportunities. While the quantity was self-explanatory, the quality was a twofold concept: firstly, it was based on the number of passengers; secondly, it was based on an ideal transfer time, i.e., a cost function was introduced to force the transfer time to be as close as possible to the ideal one. Niu and Zhou (2013) applied a timetable optimisation approach taking into account the passengers boarding at crowded stations. The objective was to minimise passengers’ waiting time at stops and also reduce the waiting time passengers who were not able to board their desired service suffered because of congestions. They applied a genetic algorithm to solve the problem for each station in a double-track corridor. De Palma and Lindsey (2001) tried to minimise schedule delay (i.e., difference between preferred and actual departure time) by choosing the best timetable among a finite set of a priori created timetables. Taking a more holistic and strategic view of the transit network, Zhao and Ubaka (2004) applied two different algorithms to find the optimal set of transit routes to maximise route directness, minimise number of transfers and maximise service coverage. Another alternative perspective was used in the study by Yan et al. (2012), where the objective was to design a reliable bus schedule for fixed bus routes with a series of control points, and the punctuality of the busses was continuously controlled for and it was intended to improve it by letting the drivers recover the schedule by speeding up in order to reach the next control stop on time. Including the requirements for different types of rolling stock, Ceder (2011) developed an extended version of the deficit function to efficiently allocate different types of rolling stock where needed to accommodate the demand on each transit line based on an existing timetable.

In all of these studies, some prior information on users’ travel behaviour was used, but passengers were assumed not to change their route choice when the timetable was changed. Normally, one would expect demand to change accordingly, when the supply is changed. In this context, the supply should be seen as the transit system, hence also the timetable, while the demand reflects the transport, namely the passengers’ route choice. With this in mind, it seems appropriate to look at some of the timetable optimisation approaches which have considered the balance between supply and demand. Actually, this balance was noted as missing by Zhao and Ubaka (2004) and more recently by Ibarra-Rojas and Rios-Solis (2012). An early study formulated the timetable optimisation problem as a bi-level nonlinear non-convex mixed integer programming problem (Constantin and Florian, 1995). The objective of the upper level was to minimise the total expected travel time plus the waiting time. This was done by changing frequency settings in the timetable. The lower level problem was a transit assignment model with frequencies determined by the upper level. Wang and Lin (2010) developed a bi-level model to minimise operating cost related to the size of the fleet plus the total travel cost for passengers. Here the upper level referred to the determination of service routes and the associated headways. The lower level referred to the route choice behaviour, which was found by using a deterministic Frank–Wolfe loading approach. Ma (2011) applied a bi-level approach for the optimal line frequencies in a transit network, meaning the frequencies that minimise passengers travel time plus the operating cost. The lower level problem (route choice) was solved by using a Cross Entropy Learning algorithm, which was able to find the user equilibrium in transport networks. The upper level problem (optimising line frequencies) used the Hooke–Jeeves algorithm to find improvements in the current solution. Considering the same problem of finding the optimal frequency for a bus network, Yu et al. (2009) applied a bi-level programming model with the objective to reduce passengers’ total travel time. In this approach, the upper level determined the bus frequencies by a genetic algorithm while the lower level assigned transit trips to the bus route network by use of a label-marking method. The two levels were solved sequentially until convergence.

One of the first studies to consider transfer time minimisation and also how passengers adjusted their travel patterns accordingly was Feil (2005), who applied a Steepest Descent approach to find the most promising offset changes and evaluated their actual impact with a public assignment model.

1.2. Objective and contribution

In the present paper, the objective was to minimise the weighted transfer waiting time. A weight reflecting the number of passengers transferring and their actual value of time was assigned to every transfer. The weight was based on the individual
passenger’s trip purpose. The waiting time was the time that elapsed between the alighting of one run and the boarding of the next run.

The optimisation was performed with the view of finding the optimal departure time (offset) for each bus line to reduce passengers’ waiting time when transferring. Instead of treating passengers’ route choice as static and predetermined, the approach developed in this paper treated their route choice as pseudo-dynamic. This was done in an iterative process where the output of the timetable optimisation (i.e., the new timetable) served as input to the public assignment model. The output from this public assignment model (i.e., passengers’ travel patterns) was then used as input in the timetable. Due to its inherent complexity, finding the optimal offset with this particular objective for the bus lines was extremely difficult analytically. Tabu Search was chosen because of its ability to avoid being trapped in local minima, and also because it had proven to be superior compared to other metaheuristics when bus timetables in Copenhagen were to be optimised (Jansen et al., 2002).

The heuristic solution approach was applied to the highly complex bus network in Denmark. Applying the heuristic solution approach to the large-scale public transport network in Denmark should preferably reduce the waiting time passengers experience when transferring, while keeping their in-vehicle time and their total generalised travel cost at a constant level.

2. Method

The current study applied a bi-level timetable optimisation approach, where the objective was to minimise the weighted transfer waiting time. Timetable optimisation (upper level) was integrated with a public assignment model (lower level) to assess how travellers change their behaviour according to the changes imposed in the timetable. This is not a constructive heuristic. Therefore, to make the developed approach work properly, it is necessary to have an existing transit network as an initial solution and being able to run a schedule-based transit assignment, i.e., having a timetable explicitly stating when every transit vehicle departs from its initial stop and when it arrives and departs from the subsequent stops all the way to its destination.

2.1. Analytical formulation

The mathematical formulation of the timetable optimisation problem was as follows:

\[
\min \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j=1}^{M} \sum_{s=1}^{N} \omega_{ij} w_{ij}^t
\]

(1)

where

\[
w_{ij}^t = \min\{\pi_j + \alpha_j^t + \beta_j^t - (\pi_i + \alpha_i^t + \delta^t)\mid \pi_j + \alpha_j^t + \beta_j^t \geq \pi_i + \alpha_i^t + \delta^t\}
\]

(2)

\[
\omega_{ij} = \sum_{c} T_{ijc} \cdot \text{VoT}_c
\]

(3)

subject to

\[
\begin{align*}
\alpha_{i-1}^t + H_{ki-1,i} & \leq \alpha_i^t, \forall k, i, s \in K, M, N \\
\pi_k & \geq 0, \forall k \in K \\
H_{ki-1,i} & \geq 0, \forall k, i \in K, M \\
\alpha_i^t & \geq 0, \forall i, s \in M, N \\
\beta_i^t & \geq 0, \forall i, s \in M, N \\
\delta^t & \geq 0, \forall s \in N
\end{align*}
\]

(4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9)

In the objective function, \(w_{ij}^t\) is the waiting time between busses \(i\) and \(j\) at a stop \(s\), \(\omega_{ij}\) is a weight reflecting the importance of every single transfer, \(T_{ijc}\) is the number of passengers transferring between busses \(i\) and \(j\) at stop \(s\), the index \(c\) refers to the different passengers groups, each of these with their own value of time.\(^1\)

Constraints (4) ensure that overtaking does not occur. \(\alpha_{i-1}^t\) is the departure time from stop \(s\) for bus \(i-1\), while \(H_{ki-1,i}\) is the headway between busses \(i-1\) and \(i\) belonging to bus line \(k\). Constraints (5) ensure that the departure time \(\pi_k\) from the initial stop of the first bus on bus line \(k\), is positive. Constraints (6) and (7) ensure that all \(H_{ki-1,i}\) and \(\alpha_i^t\) are positive, while constraints (8) and (9), respectively, indicate that the dwell time \(\beta_i^t\) of a bus \(i\) at stop \(s\) and, finally, the station-specific changing and orientation time \(\delta^t\) equivalent to the minimum amount of time a passenger needs to change platform at stop \(s\) should be positive. This value is an input data applied to make more robust transfers and enhance the probability that passengers make the transfer even when services experience disruptions. Finally, the three different sets \(K, M\) and \(N\) refer to the set of bus lines, bus groups and transfer stops, respectively.

\(^1\) \(c = 1\): Commuter trips (35.4 DKK/h), \(c = 2\): Business trips (270 DKK/h), \(c = 3\): Leisure trips (12.6 DKK/h).
2.2. Heuristic solution approach

This bi-level minimisation problem is extremely difficult to solve mathematically, since the timetable optimisation is a non-linear non-convex mixed integer problem (NP-Hard according to Nachtigall and Vogt, 1996; Cevallos and Zhao, 2006), with passenger flows defined by the route choice model, where the route choice model is a non-linear non-continuous mapping of the timetable. Therefore, a heuristic solution approach was developed based on the idea of varying the offset of the bus lines. A variation in the offset value for a bus line affected the waiting time experienced at any transfer stop this bus passed.

Changing busses' offset value can be done at three levels: the most disaggregate, where the offset of every single bus is changed, a more aggregate level, where groups of busses (typically with similar characteristics) are changed together, and the line level, where every single bus belonging to a certain line are subject to an offset change. In this paper it was chosen that groups of busses from the same line were subject to offset changes. This choice was a compromise between optimisation potential (often larger when being at a more disaggregate level) and maintaining the existing structure of the timetable including typically fixed equal headway for each bus line for certain time intervals. Bus groups are created based on time of day and travel direction (e.g., in the evening period, roads are less congested, which implies that the average travel time is less than during peak hours). Due to the non-symmetric travel times (different in each direction), there is a group of busses for each direction of a bus line. Therefore, busses from a certain line have fixed headway in each direction and in each time period. The chosen approach allowed a potentially larger reduction in weighted transfer waiting time, while neither changing the headway of a bus line in the forward direction nor in the backward direction. However, the layover time might be changed. In theory this could have an impact on the fleet size. Including an evaluation of the impact on fleet size of every bus line’s offset change was out of the scope of this article, but clearly a topic for future research.

In Fig. 1, an example of an offset change is indicated. The thin black arrows are one group of busses running in forward direction, the dashed arrows indicate the change in offset for that group of busses, while the thick black arrows represent a bus group from the same bus line running in the opposite direction.

A Tabu Search algorithm was applied to find the appropriate bus lines and their most promising offset changes. The reason for applying Tabu Search was because of its ability to search the solution space intelligently, i.e., to escape local minima and prevent cycling through the solution space (Glover, 1990).

Fig. 1. Offset change.
The explicit consideration of passengers’ modified route choice as a course of changes in the timetable in the present study was done as a sequential process, where the output of the timetable optimisation (i.e., the new timetable) served as input to the public assignment model. The output from this public assignment model (i.e., the passengers’ travel patterns) was then used as input in the timetable optimisation. The process was continued until the objective value began to converge.

The entire heuristic solution approach worked according to the following step-wise approach elaborated in the following.

0. Run public assignment.
1. Calculate objective value.
2. Calculate optimisation potential for each offset change.
3. Impose offset changes.
4. If stopping criterion met, stop.
5. Otherwise, run public assignment and go to 1.

2.2.1. Calculation of objective value

The aim of this optimisation was to minimise the overall weighted waiting time experienced by passengers when transferring in the transit network. After each public assignment calculation, the objective value was calculated. To do this properly, we needed to distinguish between direct transfers and transfers including walking.

Fig. 2(a) and (b) depicts a direct transfer and a transfer including a walk in a time–space diagram, respectively. From the figure it is evident that the waiting time is the time spent at the stop from which the next bus run departs. Calculating the weighted waiting time spent when transferring for the two types of transfers was done in the following two ways respectively according to Fig. 2, with the index \( c \) referring to the trip purpose.

\[
\sum_c (\text{Departure} - \text{Arrival}) \times (\text{VoT}_c \times \#Pax_c) \tag{10}
\]

\[
\sum_c (\text{Departure} - \text{Arrival} - \text{Walktime}) \times (\text{VoT}_c \times \#Pax_c) \tag{11}
\]

2.2.2. Optimisation potential

The decision variables in this problem were the offset of the bus lines. Therefore, it was necessary to assess how changing the offset of a given bus line affected the solution value. This impact was treated as an estimate of the improving effect on the solution value of a given offset change for a given bus line and was referred to as optimisation potential. The reason for naming it potential was due to the uncertainty in the calculations (i.e., there might be a difference between the calculated optimisation potential and the realised improvement due to passengers’ adapted behaviour). Ideally, the impact on the objective value for each offset change should be assessed by a public assignment calculation. But since this would be extremely time-consuming, approximations were used instead.

To search the solution space comprehensively, a large neighbourhood needed to be considered. This was done by calculating the optimisation potential for every bus line (with at least two runs) in the interval between \([-h_{\text{max}}; +h_{\text{max}}]^2\) with

\(^2 h_{\text{max}}\) was the maximum headway for a given bus. If the maximum headway of a bus line was 5 min the optimisation potential was calculated for the following offset changes \((-5, -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5)\), where 0 was equal to the original offset.
increments of one minute, while maintaining the offset of all other bus lines. To ensure that all relevant passenger interactions were taken into account, and not just observed at a single transfer point, we distinguished between transfer points where passengers transfer either to (Fig. 3a) or from (Fig. 3b) the bus line of interest.

Travellers’ transfer patterns were revealed from the public assignment calculation. Based on this, the impact of an offset change for a bus line was assessed under the assumption that passengers’ transfer patterns were unaffected by offset changes. Considering a given bus line, the first task was to identify the transfer points where passengers transferred to or from the bus line. Having identified all the transfer points of a bus line enabled us to estimate the optimisation potential.

In Fig. 3, possible effects (single transfer point) of offset changes can be observed. Offset changes of the bus line of interest are marked by thicker (forward) and dashed (backward) arrows in a time–space diagram. In Fig. 3(a), a large forward offset change results in less transfer waiting time for passengers from run 2. On the other hand, a large backward offset change means that people from run 1 are not able to board the bus line. In such cases the given offset change was penalised heavily to avoid a situation where predicting the passenger adaptions became impossible.

Calculating the optimisation potential for feeding transfers was done as outlined below (the approach used for connecting transfers was to a large extent similar and therefore omitted). The calculations were performed for each transfer point and for every feasible offset change of the current bus line according to the results from the public assignment calculation.

1. Sort runs of current bus line according to their departure times (ascending order).
2. **Direct transfer**
   Calculate the waiting time between feeding run $i$ and run 1 (i.e., earliest departing run) of the current bus line at transfer station $s$ in the following way
   \[ w_{s,i} = \text{dep}_{s,i} - \text{arr}_{s} \]
   where \( \text{dep}_{s,i} \) is the time at which run $i$ departs from station $s$, and \( \text{arr}_s \) is the time at which run 1 arrives at station $s$. If \( w_{s,i} < 0 \), then select the second earliest departing run of the current bus line and calculate \( w_{s,j} \). The process continues until \( w_{s,j} \) turns positive or equals zero for a given $j$ or until all runs of the current bus line are examined. In the latter case, penalise \( w_{s,j} \) to avoid unpredictable offset changes.
3. **Transfer including walk**
   Calculate the waiting time between feeding run $i$ and run 1 of the current bus line at transfer station $s$ in the following way
   \[ w_{s,i} = \text{dep}_{s,i} - (\text{arr}_{s,j} + \text{walk}_{s,s1}) \]
   The parameter \( \text{walk}_{s,s1} \) is the time it takes to walk from station $s$ to station $s1$. If \( w_{s,i} < 0 \), then select the second earliest departure and calculate \( w_{s,j} \). The process continues until \( w_{s,j} \) turns positive or equals zero for a given $j$ or until all runs of the current bus line are examined. In the latter case, penalise \( w_{s,j} \).
4. Multiply \( w_{s,j} \) by the weight factor (number of passengers and their value of time) for the particular transfer.
5. The optimisation potential for the specific offset change is now equal to the difference between the value calculated in step 4 and the product of \( w_{s,j} \) and \( \omega_{s,j} \) calculated according to the do-nothing scenario (i.e., where offsets are not changed).

This process was repeated until both connecting and feeding transfers for all bus lines had been examined.
2.2.3. Imposing offset changes

Having calculated the optimisation potential of every feasible offset change of all bus lines, the next step was to impose a subset of these. Examining the optimisation potential of every offset change enabled us to impose the offset change with the largest optimisation potential, under the condition that the current bus line was not labelled as tabu. After imposing the most promising offset change, the bus line was labelled as tabu. We also prohibited offset changes on bus lines comprised in the sub-network of the current bus line (see Section 2.2.4).

This process continued until no offset changes could be imposed without violating the sub-network constraint, and no positive optimisation potentials existed for any bus lines not labelled as tabu. The reason for labelling a bus line as tabu rather than only labelling a certain offset change as tabu was to ensure sufficient diversification, when exploring the solution space.

2.2.4. Sub-networks

Performing several offset changes based on optimisation potentials without calculating their exact impact from a public assignment calculation was based on dividing the transit system into sub-networks with no or only negligible passenger interaction. Sub-networks were not predefined and static, but simply created on the go when offset changes were imposed. Every bus line had its own sub-network comprising all bus lines crossing its trajectory and bus lines with passenger interaction (either direct or by a walking link). This meant that the order in which bus lines were chosen affected the way in which sub-networks were formed, hence prohibiting certain bus lines to having their offset changed. After imposing an offset change on a bus line, we prohibited offset changes on bus lines comprised in this bus line’s sub-network. Simply because changing the offset of two bus lines with significant passenger interaction could have a counteracting effect on the total waiting time.

The assumption about no passenger interaction between different sub-networks was legitimate, when journeys in the transit system only consisted of either one or two trips (e.g., Bus or Bus -> Train). This assumption was important to impose offset changes on more than one bus line before running another transit assignment, given the large calculation time of the assignment model. However, the output data did not reveal passengers’ exact route choice, only transfer patterns were revealed, not the entire journey. Therefore, only services with direct passenger interaction were identified from the output data. From the Danish national transport survey, we know that only 5% of all transit journeys consist of three or more trips (DTU Transport, 2013). If the second leg in a three leg journey was performed by bus (around 1% in total according to DTU Transport (2013)), first and last legs were comprised in the sub-network. Hence, only in around 4% of all transit journeys, a part of the passenger interaction was left unrevealed when applying the described methodology. Consequently, the optimisation potential estimated for every offset change should be close to the one revealed from the transit assignment.

When applying this methodology to other transit networks, it is essential to have knowledge about the amount of journeys consisting of 3 or more legs. The higher the share of long-chained trips, the less certain the estimated optimisation potentials become. Therefore, under particular severe circumstances (e.g., networks where the majority of journeys are long-chained) it can be necessary to assess the optimisation potential with a transit assignment calculation. However, developing smarter strategies might be a first step e.g., creating larger sub-networks.

2.2.5. Stopping criterion

The process of imposing potential improving offset changes (upper level) continued until no feasible and improving offset changes remained. Then another public assignment calculation (lower level) was run to reveal the adapted passenger behaviour. After a public assignment calculation, all non-tabu bus lines were again subject to offset changes. The entire process (upper and lower levels) continued until the objective value converged.

2.2.6. Pseudo-code

The following pseudo-code gathers the threads from the previous sub-sections and presents the entire algorithm in a clearer way.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{Initialisation, Run public assignment, } T^0_{\text{ge}} \\
\text{Upper-level problem} \\
\text{Calculating optimisation potentials} \\
\quad \text{For all non-tabu bus lines } BL \\
\quad \quad \text{For all feasible offset changes } OC \\
\quad \quad \quad \text{Calculate optimisation potential } OP \\
\quad \text{Store values } (BL, OC, OP) \text{ in a list } L \\
\text{Imposing offset changes, } w^0_{\text{ge}} \\
\quad \text{Continue the following until } L \text{ is empty} \\
\quad \quad \text{If } OP < 0, \text{ then remove from } L \\
\quad \quad \text{Impose the offset change with the largest } OP \text{ in } L
\end{align*}
\]

(continued on next page)
The initialisation yielded passengers’ travel behaviour. The relevant information in this context was how many passengers \( T_{ijc} \) were transferring between services at which stations. Recall that \( T_{ijc} \) was the number of passenger transferring from bus line \( i \) to bus line \( j \) at transfer stop \( s \), while \( c \) referred to the different passenger groups. The minimisation problem was a bi-level minimisation problem, where the upper-level problem was the timetable optimisation. Based on the number of passengers transferring, \( T_{ijc} \), calculated in the lower-level problem, bus lines’ offset values were changed to optimise transfer waiting time, \( w_{ijc}^b \). The modified offset values served as input (together with the other network characteristics) for the lower-level problem, where passenger flows were derived by a route choice model. The lower level problem yielded the number of passengers transferring between two lines at a certain stop, \( T_{ijc}^b \). This sequential bi-level optimisation process continued until the stopping criterion was met.

3. Data

The described optimisation approach was tested on the public transit network in Denmark on the basis of the newly developed Danish National Transport Model. This model is currently under development and the final version (2.0) is scheduled for 2015. The version used for public assignment calculations in this study was version 1.0. In this section the model and the bus network in Denmark are described.

3.1. Public assignment model

The public assignment model was schedule-based, which meant that every single run of the bus lines was described. Demand was assigned uniformly within 10 different time-of-day periods. The model applied a utility-based approach to describe travellers’ perceived travel costs. The formulation of the utility function reflected the perceived cost of travelling from zone \( i \) to zone \( j \) at time \( t \) for passenger group \( c \) (i.e., generalised travel cost) as follows.

\[
C_{ijtc} = \beta_t \ast \text{WaitingTime}_{ij} + \beta_c \ast \text{WaitInZoneTime}_{ij} + \beta_c \ast \text{WalkTime}_{ij} + \beta_c \ast \text{ConnectorTime}_{ij} + \beta_c \ast \text{NumberOfChanges}_{ij} + \beta_c \ast \text{TotalInVehicleTime}_{ij}, \forall t, c
\]  

(12)

In this formula, \( C_{ijtc} \) is the utility. \( \text{WaitingTime}_{ij} \) is the transfer waiting time, \( \text{WaitInZoneTime}_{ij} \) is the waiting time at home or in the origin zone, \( \text{WalkTime}_{ij} \) is the walking time used when transferring, \( \text{ConnectorTime}_{ij} \) is the time used for getting from home to the desired transit station, \( \text{NumberOfChanges}_{ij} \) is the number of transfers during a journey, and \( \text{TotalInVehicleTime}_{ij} \) is the time spent driving in transit vehicles. Together these parameters reflect each traveller’s disutility associated with a trip in the transit system. The \( \beta \)’s represent the weights of each of the 6 parameters. For each passenger group the beta values are outlined in Table 1. All beta values except the ones for ChangePenalty are in DKK/minute. ChangePenalty is an impedance cost incurred for every transfer.\(^3\) Based on this it is easy to tell that transit users are assumed to be transfer averse e.g., commuters prefer 4 min extra travel time to a journey including a transfer.

The transit fare system in Denmark is mostly OD-based, hence to a large extent independent of passengers’ route choice. It was thus not the level of VoT as such that influence passengers’ route choice but rather the ratio between the different time components. The fact that business travellers had significantly large time values compared to commuter trips and leisure trips did not bias the optimisation, since business trips only comprised 2.3% of all transit trips.

Travellers’ route choice behaviour was based on utility maximisation and the travellers were assumed to have complete knowledge of the entire network and timetables. Albeit this assumption seems optimistic, passenger information has reached a level with real-time information available on webpages, cell phone-apps and stations, which implies that the assumption in many ways is realistic. Theoretically, this means that passenger flows derived from SUE and UE become similar. Deriving the SUE of a transit network, passengers optimise their perceived utility from their known set of paths from origin to destination. In the UE, passengers are assumed to be familiar with all paths, and choose the one that maximise their utility. Providing the passengers with sufficient real time information on the state of the transit system, the UE and SUE coincide since the perceived utility become equivalent to the objective utility.

\(^3\) The values build on the critical study of Nielsen (2000), but were recalibrated in the Danish national transport model to fit the passenger flows to observed counts.
The network loading was done by an all-or-nothing assignment where all passengers were loaded onto the routes that maximised their utility. It could be argued that it would have been more realistic if the stochastic user equilibrium was found instead. However, due to uniformly distribution of departure time, different routes might have been used between each OD-pair at different departure times during the day. Likewise, it is extremely seldom that passengers in the Danish transit network are rejected entering coaches due to crowding, and most passengers get seats while on-board. A pure user equilibrium method would hence resemble an all-or-nothing model with very few exceptions. For the same reason vehicle capacity (i.e., also the ability to board a transit vehicle) is not modelled in the Danish national transport model. However, crowding could be built into the route choice model with a flow-dependent cost function. The passenger flows that were optimised would hence depend on the crowding function.

The method developed in the current paper was a bi-level optimisation between the timetable optimisation resulting in a better synchronisation and a route choice model deriving passengers’ travel behaviour. A better synchronisation would generally yield benefits independent on crowding. For example if 100 passengers transferred from a low frequent train at time 00 to a bus service with 10 min frequency and a capacity per bus of 80 passengers. If the prior bus schedule ran at minutes 08 and 18, then 80 passengers had to wait 8 min and 20 had to wait 18 min. If the optimised schedule was 01 and 11, then both groups of passengers would gain 7 min of transfer time.

It is true though, that the political constraint that all schedules should keep their frequency – e.g., 10 min – may be less well in the crowded case than the uncrowded, e.g., in the example above one may run two busses at 01. This is a trickier problem though, because then you will also get a lower frequency along the route, hence more waiting time for the non-transferring passengers who arrive at the station at random. It is trivial to relax the headway restriction. If the network is recoded so each departure has its own line number, and a crowding function introduced, then all departures will be optimised independent of each other, and the crowding case mentioned above be solved. The optimisation would presumably result in larger reductions of the KPIs introduced in Section 4. But the structure and memorability of the timetable will be lost, and at the same time the requirements for rolling stock may also increase. Finally, passengers arriving at their station at random will be affected by longer waiting times due to busses bunching up.

### 3.2. The public transport network in Denmark

In Fig. 4 all transit lines in Denmark are outlined. This figure shows that the transit network in Denmark consists of several smaller networks in the larger cities and a fair amount of regional and inter-city lines connecting these. The network consists of the following:

- 1794 public lines (e.g., train, bus, metro, S-train etc.), of which 1440 are busses.
- 8373 variants of the public lines, of which 7877 are busses.
- 22,187 stops, of which 21,396 are bus-stops.
- 1077 zones, 3 trip purposes and hence app. 3.5 million OD cells.

Since train schedules have many restrictions – e.g., limited overtaking possibilities at double-track lines and fixed meeting stations at single-track lines – it was decided to assume that train schedules were fixed and only bus schedules were subject to offset changes. Passengers transferring to/from other modes than busses were considered as well.

O/D-matrices for 10 different time intervals representing a single day were used to describe the demand. Within each time interval, travellers were split uniformly into 2-min intervals and launched within each of these. In the test of the approach, only evening period from 6 pm to 9 pm was considered since most transit lines ran with lower frequency, potentially leaving a larger potential for improvement.

In Denmark, there are some provincial towns with minor bus networks. However, even in more provincial parts of the network, there are regional busses that connect towns, and it is hence difficult to extract sub-networks. Therefore, it was chosen to consider the entire bus network of Denmark as subject to the timetable optimisation. An important point for considering the entire bus network was also that the algorithm was designed to optimise under variable demands, and did not change interdependent bus lines at the same iteration. Instead, the most promising ones were modified while all crossing bus lines were locked (see Section 2.2.4). Afterwards, passenger flows were recalculated with the route choice model and based on these, the objective value was updated. If all bus-routes (including dependent bus lines) were optimised in a sub-network at the same time in the inner loop, there was the risk, that flows and hence also the objective function in the next iteration deviated too much from the flows in the previous iteration, and that the algorithm thus would oscillate.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Trip types</th>
<th>WalkTime</th>
<th>WaitingTime</th>
<th>ConnectorTime</th>
<th>WaitInZone</th>
<th>ChangePenalty</th>
<th>BusInVehicleTime</th>
<th>Share of all trips (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Commuter</td>
<td>0.633</td>
<td>0.59</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>42.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Business</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>4.50</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>18.8</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leisure</td>
<td>0.209</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.117</td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>55.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and converge slower. A key assumption in the algorithm was thus, that the candidate bus line was solved to optimality given the flows from the prior iteration. This made this bus line more attractive and it meant that the flows on this bus line would change (mainly increase, but also shift between departures). The transfer patterns to all crossing bus lines would then change, but how they actually changed was first revealed when the route choice model was run in the next iteration of outer bi-level problem.
To get an impression of the complexity of the bus network, Fig. 5 shows an example of bus lines (turquoise) that crosses bus line 200S in Copenhagen. It is clear that there are many interdependencies in the network, and if these bus lines were to be optimised on flows that were too far from the timetable in the present iteration, the algorithm would never converge.

4. Results and discussion

This section presents the results obtained when applying the heuristic solution approach to timetable optimisation to the Danish public transport network. It should be noted that the network contained transit lines from all over Denmark, but only bus lines were subject to offset changes. Table 2 shows that it took 5 iterations before the bi-level timetable optimisation converged. At this point, the weighted waiting time was reduced by more than 5%, while barely affecting the other time components of the journeys. Fig. 6 illustrates that the largest improvement in objective value occurred over the first couple of iterations, while the latter iterations showed that the objective value converged.

The generalised travel cost was reduced by 0.3%, which meant that transit users in general were better off than before the optimisation. By showing this, it was proven that the weighted transfer waiting time was not just reduced to the detriment

![Fig. 5. Transit lines crossing bus lines 200S.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2</th>
<th>Development in solution value.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0th iteration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Generalised travel cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (DKK)</td>
<td>6 320 322.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute change</td>
<td>6 314 552.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage change</td>
<td>−0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (DKK)</td>
<td>6 312 161.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute change</td>
<td>6 316 121.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage change</td>
<td>−0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (DKK)</td>
<td>6 301 220.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute change</td>
<td>6 302 028.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage change</td>
<td>−0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total (DKK)</td>
<td>6 302 235.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absolute change</td>
<td>6 302 960.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage change</td>
<td>−0.29</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of something else. The generalised travel cost would reveal if offset changes implied that busses started to bunch up. In that case passengers would have to wait longer at their boarding stops and also at some non-prioritised transfer stops. In the current study, bus bunching was prevented by only allowing offset changes to be imposed on entire groups of busses at the time.

Walking time increased by 0.66% which was explained by the increase in attractiveness of the transfer possibilities. Therefore, users in the transit system might have preferred to add an extra transfer to get from A to B, even though it included some walking. From Table 1 it is evident that beta values for walking time and waiting are almost equal. This could be interpreted as passengers, who have chosen to make a transfer, were indifferent between waiting and walking. Likewise, it was seen that these beta values were close to the ones for in-vehicle travel time. Therefore, it was reasonable to assume that Danish transit users were more focused on the total travel time from origin to destination rather than whether they were walking, waiting or being in a transit vehicle.

The small increase in in-vehicle time could be a result of a minor change in the users’ travel patterns due to offset changes as well as passengers shifting from long access mode (walk/bicycle) to stations to bus, if the bus was better coordinated with the train service.

Despite exhibiting monetary reductions in the different time components as outlined in Table 2, the monetary reduction is not equivalent to an increase in revenue for the bus company. It should rather be seen as what passengers are willing to pay to avoid excessive waiting time, e.g., as evaluated in socio-economic cost benefit analyses (CBA). Since bus companies’ operations are subsidised by the public authorities in Denmark (government, regions, municipalities), the CBA is indeed a criterion when deciding upon the subsidy.

Examining benefits at the zone level exhibited in Fig. 7 enabled three different conclusions to be drawn. For the four largest cities in Denmark (in terms of population) it was seen that the zones around Aalborg and Copenhagen experienced less waiting time reduction than the zones around Aarhus and Odense. This was explained by the great focus on coordination of public transport in Copenhagen and Aalborg the recent years and a strategy of less bus lines with a high frequency, so called “A-busses” or “metro-busses”, respectively. However, it was encouraging to see that the applied methodology yielded an even further reduction in waiting time (better coordination). On the western part of the Zealand a lot of zones experienced a significant reduction of weighted waiting time. In this part of Zealand, the old county planned bus lines independently of the railway operations. For that reason no coordination between the two modes were planned. Furthermore, the county did not collect detailed counts and thus did not systematically evaluate flows. Therefore, transit users in these zones benefited great from such a bus timetable optimisation. A somewhat similar pattern was seen on the island of Funen around the city of Odense. The transit planning on Funen used to be split between the 32 different municipalities, which explained the lack of overall coordination compared e.g., to Copenhagen, where the public company Movia (prior HUR, and HT) organise and tender the bus operations on behalf of all municipalities. It should be noted that a recent public sector governance reform has extended Movia’s responsibility to the whole Zealand and made a similar organisation for Funen, but this has not yet led to major changes of the timetabling yet.

The developed timetable optimisation approach was also applied to the transit network in the Greater Copenhagen area, where the timetable used during the morning peak hours served as initial solution. The change in weighted waiting time at the zone level is shown in Fig. 8, where it is seen that primarily zones lying along the train lines experience a better coordination of transit services. This was because of the large passenger flows at train stations (e.g., from bus to train or the opposite way around). In the Greater Copenhagen area train stations were often used as bus hubs, which meant that several bus lines served as feeder modes and connecting modes for the trains here. Despite the reduction during the morning peak hours for the Greater Copenhagen area, it was not possible to obtain the same large magnitude of weighted waiting time reduction as for the evening period. This was explained from the higher frequency during rush hours compared to the evening period examined in the national transport model (see Fig. 6).
The improvement of the generalised cost adds up to approximately 45 million DKK of value of time gains on a yearly basis (if summarised to a full day of operations and a full year), which is a large benefit for the society, given that it entirely comes from optimisation of the timetabling at limited extra costs. It is important to be aware that the reduction in weighted transfer waiting time that the present optimisation yielded is not equivalent to increased revenue for the bus company. Assigning monetary values to waiting time should rather be seen as an indication of how much passengers are willing to pay to avoid this extra waiting time. However, when travelling by bus becomes more attractive from a user’s perspective, bus as travel mode may experience an increase in market share, hence providing larger revenue. Fortunately, an improvement in transfer
waiting time as outlined in this paper can be obtained at a negligible cost. In this regard it should be mentioned that there is a gap between research and practice. Despite the promising results outlined, the bus company may have several other reasons to consider changing the timetable inappropriate.

It is important to acknowledge the deviating desires among the different stakeholders. According to one of the Danish bus operators, Movia, the fleet size required to fulfil the contractual obligations is, because of the high expenses, the main
priority for bus companies. Customers, on the other hand, are mainly interested in a fast and reliable service between origin and destination (Ceder, 2007). Therefore, in the case a transfer is needed to complete a journey in the transit system, passengers prefer if the system is coordinated in such a way that waiting time is minimised. The two different desires may not always go hand in hand as minimising transfer waiting time can cause an extra need for rolling stock, while minimising the fleet size can imply longer waiting time when transferring for the timetable to be feasible.

Regarding the gap between research and practice one way of improving the real-life applicability could be to assume stochastic travel times rather than deterministic travel times as in this study. Nuzzolo et al. (2012) applied a doubly dynamic schedule-based transit assignment taking into account how frequent transit users, based on a learning process, adapted their departure time, boarding stop choice and run choice. In this way, the results would be more robust towards deviations from the scheduled travel times and presumably more similar to real life. However, this would be extremely demanding in terms of computation time with such a large network as the Danish (see specifications in Section 3.2). In this case, also estimates of average delays should be known and extra buffer time in the transfer times should, if necessary, be imposed. Regarding the current model, this is not a major change, but when delay data is available only minor changes in the calculation of transfer times should be made. Nevertheless, this study should be seen as a proof of concept for combining optimisation methods and assignment models in transit systems. Potential extra features would be a topic for future research.

5. Conclusion and future work

The current study proposed a timetable optimisation approach that explicitly considered passengers’ modified route choice as a reaction to changes in the timetable. The approach was applied to a real large-scale transit network. The optimisation yielded a significant reduction in weighted transfer waiting time, while only affecting the in-vehicle travel time and the generalised travel journey cost to a lesser extent.

Overall, the study contributes to the literature by proposing a new optimisation tool, which has its strengths with respect to both the timetable optimisation and the reliability perspective, since changes in the travellers’ route choice decisions are considered explicitly whereby demand effects are taken into account.

A topic for future research could be to use stochastic rather than deterministic travel times. Another additional feature could be to consider the problem as multi-objective, e.g., minimise fleet size and transfer waiting time. In this way, convincing bus companies of the applicability of the results might be a smoother process. Finally, the order in which offset changes were imposed could be changed from the “greedy” approach introduced in this paper, where the feasible offset change with the largest optimisation potential was chosen. Instead, a knapsack-inspired approach could be applied. Combining the bus lines (for which the offset should be changed) in a way that yields the largest total potential improvement, while still obeying the idea of sub-networks, could be an idea for future research.
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